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ABSTRACT
Identifying coals suitable for blast furnace injection has become increasingly important due to rising
injection rates. This review of traditional pulverised coal reactivity testing equipment reveals that no
agreed-upon evaluation standard exists and that different reactor types are employed for testing.
Therefore, reference blast furnace conversion conditions are defined, followed by a discussion of
their influence on the coal conversion process as illustrated by conceptual conversion models.
Critical process parameters are temperature, heating rate and pressure, while other effects can be
calibrated. Evaluating the currently employed test equipment with regard to these process
parameters shows that only specially designed drop-tube furnaces and flow reactors provide
conversion conditions near to blast furnace conditions. For consistent injection coal testing, special
reactors complying with the previously defined critical process parameters must be established.
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Introduction

Injecting pulverised coal (PC) into blast furnace raceway zones
has become a popular approach to reduce metallurgic coke
consumption. The best available techniques (BAT) document
for the European Union’s iron and steel industry [1] qualifies
this direct injection of hydrocarbons as a promising technol-
ogy to increase efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions from blast furnaces. All forms of hydrocarbons reduce
the metallurgic coke consumption and the gross energy con-
sumption, e.g. by 3.6% at PC injection rates of 180 kg/tHM [1].

Metallurgic coke and PC compete for a limited amount of
oxygen; therefore, high conversion rates and high PC consump-
tion reduce the metallurgic coke consumption in the vicinity of
the tuyeres. The disadvantage of direct injection is a decrease in
the raceway temperature, which must be compensated by
feeding O2 into the hot blast. The maximum coal injection
rate is believed to be somewhere around 270 kg/tHM as a con-
sequence of thermo-chemical and coke/burden permeability
reasons [1]. Although various hydrocarbons can be used for
direct injection, this work focuses on (pulverised) coal. PC is
fed into the hot blast a few centimetres upstream from the
tuyere opening. Hot blast is typically a pre-heated oxygen-
enriched air stream at temperatures of around 1200◦C. Immedi-
ately after the PC leaves the cooled and inertised injection lance,
particles are subject to intense heating, which starts thermo-
chemical conversion processes. In general, the conversion of
coal consists of following sub-processes [2,3]:

. drying,

. devolatilisation,

. volatiles combustion,

. gasification, and

. burnout.

The initial step of the coal conversion process involves
drying and is followed by devolatilisation. During

devolatilisation, volatile compounds degas from the solid
carbon matrix within the coal particle. The volatiles diffuse
to the particle surface and are eventually transferred to the
bulk gas phase, where they ignite if the bulk temperature
exceeds their auto-ignition temperature and sufficient O2 is
available. Devolatilisation leaves a solid matrix called char.
The volatile flame surrounding the coal particles releases
CO, CO2, H2O, and H2, which interact with the carbon matrix
through gasification reactions. When O2 becomes available
at the residual char’s surface, char burnout starts. Burnout
and gasification differentiate only by the involved gaseous
reactants, but the complex mechanism of gas–solid reactions
is the same. Gas–solid reactions generally consist of several
distinct and simultaneously occurring steps [4]:

. Mass transfer of the gaseous reactant from the bulk gas
phase to the external solid fuel surface.

. Intra-particle processes:
○ mass diffusion of the gaseous reactant from the external

surface to the actual reaction site;
○ adsorption of the gaseous reactant to the reaction site;
○ chemical reaction of the adsorbed gaseous reactant and

the solid;
○ desorption of the gaseous product from the reaction

site;
○ mass diffusion of the gaseous product from the reaction

site to the external surface.
. Mass transfer of the gaseous product from the external

surface to the bulk gas phase.

Gasification and burnout steps are critical for the overall
conversion time of coal particles [3], and both can be
limited either by mass transfer from the gas phase to the reac-
tion site or the chemical kinetic. Recent results suggest that
even the coal preparation process, e.g. milling or grinding,
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affects the coal conversion process by changing surface
chemistry and mineral phases [5].

In order to obtain comprehensive evaluation results of PCs
and their applicability to blast furnaces, the employed test
equipment should reproduce the fundamental features of
the pulverised coal injection (PCI) process. Currently, PC per-
formance in blast furnaces is evaluated in diverse equipment
or test reactors. However, aside from Li et al. [6, 7], limited lit-
erature questions the applicability to reproduce blast furnace
conditions. Because current knowledge indicates that coal
conversion is decisively influenced by conversion conditions
[2, 3, 8–14], evaluating coals under different operation con-
ditions is assumed to significantly alter the outcome. Coals
evaluated as suitable may cause problems when applied to
the blast furnace and suitable coals might be rejected
because of misleading evaluation results.

In addition to the burnout within the raceway zone, chemical
composition also plays an important role in ensuring proper
blast furnace operation and product qualities. Impurities such
as sulphur, phosphor, chlorine and zinc can reduce pig iron
quality. Therefore, potential injection coals must undergo chemi-
cal analysis. Standard tests for this are ultimate and proximate
analysis, whereas petrographic analysis is a more advanced

analysis method. Petrographic analyses investigate the petrolo-
gical composition (macerals) of coals, where macerals are com-
parable to minerals in the context of rocks [15]. Table 1
summarises common results from the three analysis methods.

This work aims to identify the potential key parameters to
reproduce raceway zone conditions in test equipment. First,
representative raceway conditions are discussed and, sub-
sequently, the coal conversion process and its dependence
on the surrounding conditions is evaluated. Next, the cur-
rently employed testing equipment is discussed and its appli-
cability to reproduce raceway conditions is evaluated.

Defining raceway conditions

PC conversion in the raceway zone is a process characterised by
harsh conditions. Table 2 provides a generic set of the con-
ditions in the current blast furnace raceway zones. The high
temperatures and heating rates significantly influence the PC
conversion process [7, 19–21]. Moreover, temperature, pressure,
and velocity affect the species transport from the bulk gas
phase to the coal surface, and from the surface to the actual
reaction site. The given residence time indicates a typical time
span available for converting PC in the oxygen-rich zone sur-
rounding the tuyeres. The effects of the different process par-
ameters are discussed separately in the following sections.

Figure 1 shows representative modelling results for the
thermo-chemical coal conversion within the raceway zone
for temperatures (a), heating rates (b), velocities (c), and

Table 1. Analysis results of common chemical coal evaluation methods [2, 3, 15].

Ultimate
analysis Proximate analysis Petrographic analysis

C, H, N, S, O, ash Volatiles, fixed carbon, ash,
moisture

Vitrinite, inertinite,
liptinite

Table 2. Generic conditions for pulverised coal conversion within the blast furnace raceway zone [16–18].

Temperature range Heating rates Pressure Hot blast velocity Particle velocity Flow type Residence time

1200–2500◦C 104–106 K/s 2–5 bar ≈200 m/s ≈20 m/s Turbulent 20–30 ms

Figure 1. Typical simulation results for temperature (a), heating rate (b), velocity (c), and thermo-chemical conversion (d) profiles of pulverised coal injected into the
blast furnace raceway zone [16, 17].
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particle conversion characteristics (d) versus particle resi-
dence time [16, 17]. Hot blast and coal temperatures are
around 1250 and 200◦C at the coal injection point. Both temp-
eratures increase to around 1400◦C after 100 ms. Heating
rates reach values up to 6× 105 K/s in the vicinity of the injec-
tion point and gradually decrease due to the thermal fluxes
between particles and the surrounding fluid. Particle injection
velocities are around 20 m/s, resulting in an initial gas–particle
relative velocity of around 30 m/s. Gas and particles accelerate
due to heat-up and the resulting gas phase expansion
towards the raceway border. At the border, both are shown
to slow down due to momentum exchange with the dense
coke phase. The particle mass loss curve shows that only
around 50% of the particle mass has been converted after
100 ms. However, volatile and char fractions indicate that
only pyrolysis char enters the dense coke bed.

Dependences of PC conversion

To isolate the effects of main operating parameters (tempera-
ture, pressure), heating rates, fluid–solid interface, and particle
size on PC conversion, a theoretical analysis first describes
well-established mechanistic modelling concepts to outline
the dependences on coal conversion rates accompanied by
literature challenging the analysis. This analysis is followed
by a presentation of the key parameters for reproducing
blast furnace operating conditions.

Temperature

Temperature directly affects the intrinsic reaction rate of
hetero- and homogeneous reactions, which are typically mod-
elled using the Arrhenius form. Pressure and concentration
effects are incorporated by functional expressions [22]:

ki(T ,c) = k0 · exp −Ea
RT

( )
· f c1,c2,c3, . . . ,cN( ) (1)

The parameters k0, Ea correspond to the Arrhenius par-
ameters. R is the universal gas constant, T the temperature
and ci the species concentrations. Heterogeneous gas–solid
reactions are more complex and consist of several steps, e.g.
boundary layer diffusion, pore diffusion, adsorption, deso-
rption, and the actual reaction. Because fuel particles can be
of porous or dense nature, the actual reaction occurs either
at the particle outer surface in case of dense fuel particles
or at the particle inner surface in case of porous particles
[4]. The effective or apparent reaction rate is the measurable
rate and includes mass transfer effects, while the intrinsic
reaction rate is the actual rate of adsorbed reactants and
the solid matrix [2, 4].

Rumpel [23, 24] proposes a conceptual model for the gas–
solid conversion of porous solids based on the contribution of
diffusion sub-processes:

ki,eff T ,ci( ) = 1
1

b · asolid · c1−n
i,bulk

+ 1
h · ki

· cni,bulk (2)

Intrinsic rates are significantly affected by temperature.
The first term in the denominator on the right-hand side of
Equation (2) represents the contribution of the boundary
layer diffusion from the bulk to the particle surface, while
the second term represents the contribution of the pore

diffusion and the intrinsic reaction rate. β is the mass transfer
coefficient between the surrounding and particle, asolid is the
total (inner and outer) specific particle surface, and ci,bulk is the
bulk concentration of the gaseous reactant. The intrinsic reac-
tion rate ki is corrected with the effectiveness factor η to
account for pore diffusion effects during the particle conver-
sion [23–25]. Both the mass transfer coefficient and the effec-
tiveness factor depend on species diffusivity. The effects of
temperature on the diffusion coefficients are also discussed
later.

Mehrabian et al. [26] propose a conversion model for
dense particles, assuming infinitesimal reaction layers
moving from the solid surface to its centre, based on the
layer approach proposed by Thunman et al. [27]:

ki,eff T ,ci( ) = 1
1
bAs

+ 1
Di,eff

�rs
rr

dr
A(r)

+ 1
kiAr

· ci,bulk (3)

In this approach, A and r represent the area and the radial
position of the surface s and the reaction layer r, respectively.
The terms in the denominator denote the boundary layer
diffusion rate, the pore diffusion rate and the actual reaction
rate, respectively. In contrast to the model proposed by
Rumpel [23, 24], Mehrabian et al. explicitly consider pore
diffusion from the surface to the reaction side.

Diffusion within solid particles is controlled by molecular
and/or Knudsen diffusion, depending on the ratio between
the mean free molecule path (λ) and the characteristic
length scale (Lc), i.e. the Knudsen number (Kn):

Kn = l

Lc
= kB ∗ T��

2
√

ps2pLc
(4)

Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, σ
is the molecule diameter, and Lcis the characteristic length,
e.g. pore diameter. Kn, in the range of unity, characterises
the transition regime between molecular and Knudsen
diffusion, while molecular diffusion is predominant for Kn
well below unity. In pore sizes above 100 nm, molecular
diffusion is predominant, while Knudsen diffusion is dominant
for pore sizes between 0.5 and 100 nm. An effective diffusion
coefficient accounting for both regimes is employed in the
transition regime [23, 24, 26]:

Deff ,i = 1
t

DK ,ie
+ t

DM,ie

(5)

Both diffusivities are corrected by the ratio of particle por-
osity (ε) and particle tortuosity (τ) to incorporate pore effects
on diffusion rates [28]. Knudsen diffusion is a function of the
pore size (dpore), the diffusing species’ molecular weight (Mi),
the ideal gas constant (R), and the temperature:

DK ,i = dpore

3

�����
8RT
Mip

√
(6)

The molecular diffusion coefficient of specie i in the gas
mixture (DM,i) is expressed, e.g. by the mixture rule proposed
by Wilke [29]:

DM,i = 1− Xi( )
∑
j=i

Xj
Dij

( )−1

(7)

In this mixture rule, X denotes the mole fraction of species i
or j and Dij is the binary diffusion coefficient of species i in j.
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The binary diffusion coefficients are expressed by the solution
of the Boltzmann equation assuming ideal gas as proposed by
Chapman and Enskog [30]:

Dij = 3
16

RT1.5
������
4pkB

√

Pps2
ijVD

����
Mij

√ (8)

The binary diffusion coefficients depend on T, the tempera-
ture-dependent collision integral (VD), the pressure (P), the
molecular weights (M ), the characteristic length of the inter-
molecular forces (σ), and R.

Summarising the above points, temperature affects gas–
solid conversion rates by changing the intrinsic reaction
rates and the diffusion rates. Reaction rates depend exponen-
tially on temperatures (kj / e−1/T ), while diffusion rate depen-
dence is more complex. Knudsen diffusion increases with
increasing temperature (DK ,i / T0.5), while the binary
diffusion coefficients depend on temperature, with a more
complex relation (DM,i / T1.5/VD(T )) [30].

Since both mass transport from the bulk gas phase to the
reaction site and the intrinsic conversion rates strongly
depend on temperature, suitable experimental temperatures
are necessary to obtain reliable results for the conversion
behaviour of PC in blast furnaces.

Heating rate

PC heating rates range between 105 and 106 K/s in the blast
furnace raceway [16, 17]. Two distinct coal conversion
effects can be associated with high heating rates: particle frag-
mentation [9–14] and an increased conversion/reactivity of
inertinite [7, 19–21]. Investigations of inertinite rich coals
revealed that the fusible (reactive) share increases at higher
heating rates [7, 19–21]. An increased amount of fusible iner-
tinite results in a more reactive pyrolysis char and higher con-
version rates.

Fragmentation is reported to be caused either by thermal
stresses due to intra-particle temperature gradients [11] or by
internal pressure gradients from the volatiles emerging
during devolatilisation [11, 13] or a combination of both. Lit-
erature indicates that vitrinite-rich coals are prone to fragmen-
tation [9, 10, 12, 14] since vitrinite is one of the most brittle
coal macerals [15]. Kim et al. [14] and Friedmann et al. [9, 10]
investigate the fragmentation behaviour of different coal
type particles, and both indicate a higher fragmentation prob-
ability for anthracite-like coals (high vitrinite content). More-
over, Friedmann et al. [9, 10] also indicate that fragmentation
increases with increasing heating rates. Fragmentation due to
thermal stresses significantly depends on the particle heating
rates and the physical properties of the coal.

The probability of intra-particle gradients is characterised
by the Biot number (Bi), which denotes the ratio between
the external and internal heat transfer of the fuel particle [28]:

Bi = Lc · heff
ksolid

(9)

Lc is a characteristic length, e.g. particle diameter, while heff is
the effective heat transfer coefficient, including convective
and radiation heat transfer from the surrounding to the par-
ticle surface, while ksolid is the thermal conductivity of the
solid. If Bi is larger than unity, the heat transfer rate within
the solid is lower than the heat transfer rate to the solid
surface. Therefore, considerable intra-particle temperature

gradients occur. For Bi below unity, the uniform temperature
assumption is valid and only minor temperature gradients
occur. Biot numbers of coal particles within the blast
furnace raceway zone are around unity directly after injection,
depending on the physical coal properties and particle size
[10, 16, 17].

The external pyrolysis number (Py) compares the reaction
and heat transfer time scales [31]:

Py = heff
k pyrsolidc p,solidLc

(10)

Here, kpy is the pyrolysis rate, rsolid is the solid density and
cp,solid is the solid heat capacity. If Py is above unity, the pyrol-
ysis process is controlled by chemical kinetics, while heat
transfer controls the process for Py below unity. Py within
the blast furnace raceway zone depends on the coal reactivity
and its physical properties. However, intense heat transfer by
convection and radiation means that Py could exceed unity
and the pyrolysis process might be reaction-controlled. Con-
sidering the high temperatures within the raceway, high
pyrolysis rates occur, resulting in high gas generation rates
within the solid matrix. Pressure gradients can arise that
might lead to particle fragmentation, since diffusion rates of
the pyrolysis gases to the particle surface are limited [9–14].
Therefore, a dimensionless number based on the reaction
rate and internal mass diffusion rate of the pyrolysis gases,
similar to the internal pyrolysis number, characterises the like-
liness of intra-particle pressure gradients [28]:

Ha =
������
kpyL2c
Deff

√
(11)

Ha is the Hatta number and Deff is the smallest diffusion
coefficient of the pyrolysis gases. If Ha is above unity, pressure
gradients arising from high gas release rates are likely, while
pressure gradients are negligible for Ha below unity. For
typical blast furnace conditions, Ha could exceed unity. The
actual values and fragmentation behaviour of coal particles
are strongly dependent on the physical coal properties.

Pressure

Ambient pressure affects the species transport from the bulk
fluid to the reaction site, the intrinsic reaction rate, the frag-
mentation behaviour, product yields, and morphology
during thermo-chemical coal conversion [8, 11]. At higher
pressures, binary diffusion (Equation (8)) and effective
diffusion rates decrease within the fluid and particle pores
(Equation (5)). Mass diffusion rates are inverse proportional
to the pressure (D/ 1/P) [30]. According to Wall et al. [8],
higher partial pressures of gaseous reactants increase conver-
sion rates of pyrolysis chars. Keeping the partial pressure con-
stant while increasing the total pressure provides higher
conversion rates up to a certain pressure. Above this threshold
pressure, conversion rates decrease. Both observations are in
line with the presented findings of the theoretical analysis:
Total pressure increase decreases mass diffusivity, while a
concentration increase increases mass fluxes and, thus, the
conversion rates.

Intrinsic reaction rates depend on reactant species’ partial
pressures or concentrations, while adsorption rates to active
surface reaction sites increase at higher partial pressures.
The dependence of the intrinsic rate on the pressure is
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proportional to the partial pressure of the educt species
(ki,eff / (Xip)

n). n incorporates non-linear effects in the adsorp-
tion process of the reactant to the active surface site, which
are expressed as reaction order in kinetic modelling [2, 4].

The effect of the intra-particle pressure on the fragmenta-
tion behaviour has been studied by Stanmore et al. [11],
among others. By varying the ambient pressure, they show
that intra-particle pressure gradients affect fragmentation
probability. They ascribe this to a reduced differential pressure
between the interior and surrounding at elevated pyrolysis
pressures. However, Wall et al. [8] report a decrease in pyrol-
ysis gases, with a simultaneous increase of solid yields at elev-
ated pressures. The reason for the lower fragmentation
probability might be a combination of both effects. Wall
et al. also report pressure effects such as smaller residual
ash particles and reduced conversion duration at elevated
pressures. A more detailed discussion of these issues can be
found elsewhere [8, 11].

Fluid–solid interface

Heat and mass transfer are dominated by the fluid surround-
ing the coal particles. Boundary layers for momentum (vel-
ocity/flow), heat and mass transfer emerge in the vicinity of
particle surfaces [28, 32]. They develop according to fluid
properties and the surrounding fluid flow situation. Boundary
layers of these three transport phenomena are compared by
dimensionless numbers, e.g. the Prandtl (Pr), the Schmidt
(Sc), and the Lewis number (Le). Pr relates to the fluid
dynamic and heat transfer boundary layer. If Pr<<1, the heat
transfer layer is thicker than the fluid dynamic one. The
Prandtl number relates the kinematic viscosity (ν) and the
thermal diffusion rate (α):

Pr = n

a
= rcpn

k

Le
Sc

(12)

The thermal diffusion rate is based on physical gas proper-
ties, where ρ is the bulk density, cp is the specific heat
capacity, and κ is the thermal conductivity. The Schmidt
number relates to the fluid flow and mass transfer boundary
layer and is expressed as the ratio of the kinematic viscosity
and the mass diffusivity (DM,i):

Sc = n

DM,i
= Le

Pr
(13)

The Lewis number is the ratio of the thermal diffusivity and
the mass diffusivity and relates the thermal and mass trans-
port boundary layer thickness to each other:

Le = a

DM,i
= Sc

Pr
(14)

For ideal gases at blast furnace conditions, the character-
istic quantities are Pr ≈ 0.7, Sc ≈ 0.7, and Le ≈ 1. Figure 2
shows that Pr and Sc are in the estimated range for blast
furnace conditions. In addition, it illustrates particle Rey-
nolds numbers (ReP) as a function of temperature and
pressure.

The convective and diffusive heat and mass transfer from
the bulk to the particle surface are characterised by the
Nusselt (Nu) and Sherwood (Sh) numbers, respectively. Both
numbers are defined as the ratio of the actual transfer rate
to the transfer rate in case of pure diffusion. They can be
expressed by correlations of ReP and Pr or Sc:

ReP = ureldP
n

(15)

Nu = hconvLc
k fluid

= f ReP ,Pr( ) (16)

Sh = bLc
Deff

= f ReP ,Sc( ) (17)

ReP is defined as the ratio of the fluid–particle relative velocity,
where (urel) is the fluid–particle relative velocity, dP is the par-
ticle diameter (characteristic length), and ν is the fluid vis-
cosity. k fluid and hconv are the thermal conductivity and the
conductive heat transfer coefficients, respectively. The trans-
fer rates depend on the transfer coefficients (hconv and β)
and the temperature or concentration gradient between the
bulk and the surface:

q̇conv = hconvDT (18)

ṅi,conv = biDci (19)

Since Pr and Sc numbers are constant at raceway con-
ditions, Nu and Sh depend solely on ReP . By definition, the
actual heat and mass transfer rates vary because of changes
in the thermal conductivity or mass diffusivity caused by
temperature and pressure variations. Therefore, the convec-
tive heat and mass transfer rates are proportional to the mag-
nitude of the fluid–particle relative velocity (hconv / b/ urel)
and the magnitude of the gradient, e.g. DT and Dci . The radia-
tive heat flux from the bulk to the particle surface can be
approximated by [28]

q̇rad = se T4surface − T4s
( )

(20)

Here, σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, ε is the emission
coefficient, Tsurface is the temperature of the surrounding sur-
faces (e.g. coke bed or furnace walls), and Ts is the particle
surface temperature. Thus, the radiative heat transfer is pro-
portional to the fourth power of Tsurface (q̇rad / T4surface).

Particle size

Particle size has an influence on most of the above-discussed
parameters. Effectiveness factors or pore diffusion from the
particle surface to the reaction site depend on particle size
(see Section ‘Temperature’). The characteristic length scale

Figure 2. Pr, Sc, and Re number versus temperature at blast furnace conditions.
dP = 75× 10−6 m, urel = 10 m/s. Results are based on substance models from
Cantera [33].
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Lc , which is the particle diameter for (almost) spherical par-
ticles, is relevant for the peculiarity of intra-particle tempera-
ture gradients (Bi), pyrolysis regime (Py), and the
fragmentation probability (Ha) as discussed in Section
‘Heating rate’. Approximating the fluid–solid interface by the
spherical surface indicates higher transfer rates for larger par-
ticles. However, the specific external surface is significantly
larger for small particles and, thus, allows higher heat and
mass transfer rates than for larger particles.

Summary conversion effects

As discussed in the previous subsections, the intense con-
ditions within the blast furnace raceway zone significantly
affect the coal conversion characteristics. The combination
of high temperatures, high heating rates, and elevated
pressure pose challenges for designing suitable test reactors.
Evaluating the involved processes in PC conversion, in turn,
enables the evaluation of the contribution to the overall con-
version process. For clarity, effective reaction and diffusion
rates as well as heat and mass transfer coefficients are
shown for typical conditions. Figure 3 visualises the depen-
dences of the effective reaction rate (Equation (2)) on temp-
erature, pressure, and relative velocity between gas and
solid. Increasing temperature, pressure and relative velocity
promotes coal conversion rates.

Figure 4 illustrates the effects of temperature and pressure
on the diffusivity within porous coal particles. Effective O2

pore diffusivity of a solid particle in air is taken as an
example. High temperatures and low pressures are favourable
for diffusion rates. Coal properties significantly affect the pore
diffusion rates [2, 3, 23, 24].

Figure 3. Effective reaction rate of a coal particle with O2 in air according to
Equation (2) versus temperature and for different pressures (a) and temperature
and different relative velocities (b). Particle properties were assumed as e = 0.5,
t = 0.6, dpore = 10−5 m, dcoke = 0.025 m, and rcoke = 800 kg/m3; Arrhenius
parameters: k0 = 3.87× 107 kg/s, Ea = 150.5 kJ/mol, and nO2 = 0.59 [23]; (a)
Urel = 15 m/s, (b) p=5 bar.

Figure 4. Effective diffusion coefficient of O2 in air versus temperature and for
different pressures according to Equation (5). Particle properties were assumed
as e = 0.5, t = 0.6, and dpore = 10−5.

Figure 5. Heat transfer coefficients (hconv ) and mass transfer coefficients (β) of
air and O2 mass transfer coefficient of a single spherical particle versus tempera-
ture and pressure (a) and versus particle diameter and relative velocity (b). (a)
Urel = 15 m/s, dparticle = 0.025 m; (b) T=2000 K, p=5 bar.

Table 3. Overview of the discussed coherences between experimental
conditions and coal conversion characteristics.

Sub-process Coherences

Intrinsic reaction rate e−1/T · f (pi)
Effective diffusion T2

T1.5+VD (T )·P · Dci
Boundary layer mass transfer urel · Dci · d2P
Heat transfer (heating rates) (urel · DTi + T4bulk ) · d2P
Fluid physical properties f (T ,P,c)
Solid physical properties f (T ,c)
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Furthermore, Figure 5 shows the relations between heat
and mass transfer coefficient and temperature, pressure, par-
ticle size, and relative velocity. It indicates a decrease of heat
transfer coefficients at higher pressures, while mass transfer
coefficients increase. This contradictory behaviour is caused
by the physical fluid properties. Relative velocity and particle
size have a more pronounced effect on heat and mass transfer
than temperature and pressure. Since both transfer coefficients
have been derived by employing the analogy between heat
and mass transfer, they show a similar dependence on particle
size and velocity. The lowest specific transfer rates occur at low
relative velocities for large particles. Decreasing particle sizes
and increasing relative velocities improves transfer rates.

In general, a higher specific surface causes smaller particles
to react at higher rates than larger ones. Moreover, small par-
ticles tend to have insignificant intra-particle temperature

gradients and negligible fragmentation due to intra-particle
pressure gradients (compare Sections ‘Heating rate’ and
‘Pressure’). Table 3 sums up the identified coherences
between the operation conditions and the coal conversion rate.

Test reactors should correctly reproduce the key operating
parameters when screening coals for the application in the
metallurgical industry. Based on the involved phenomena
and the results of Table 3, the following parameter set has
been identified:

. (blast) temperature,

. heating rate,

. pressure,

. particle size,

. gas–particle interface (boundary layer), and

. residence time.

Table 4. Overview of selected institutions researching pulverised coal conversion (sorted by country).

Institution Country Method(s)a Source

University of Newcastle,
formerly BHP Billiton Australia IR [7, 34–36]
Newcastle Technology Center

Iron & Steelmaking Research
Group – LASID,
Technology Center, Brazil TGA [37]
Federal University of
Rio Grande do Sul

Natural Resources Canada, Canada IR [38]
CanmetENERGY

Center for Innovation Germany DTF, FR [39, 40]
Competence Virtuhcon

Department of Ferrous Metallurgy, Germany IR/FR, TGA [18, 41–45]
RWTH Aachen University

Power Coal Division,
Central Institute of Mining India TGA,DTF [46]
and Fuel Research (CSIR)

Materials & Processing Research
Center/Applied Technology
Research Center, Japan IR [47]
NKK Corporation

School of Mechanical Engineering,
Pusan Clean Coal Center, South Korea FR [14]
Pusan National University

Energy Research Centre of
the Netherlands (ECN) The Netherlands FR/DTF [48, 49]

Institute of Thermal Technology,
Silesian University of Technology Poland FR [50, 51]

Centro Nacional de Investigaciones
Metalurgicas (CSIC) Spain IR [52]

Instituto Nacional del
Carbon (INCAR) Spain DTF/IR [53–55]

Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara AB (publ)
mining corporation (LKAB) Sweden BF [56]

Steel and Aluminum Research
and Development Department, Taiwan DTF [57]
China Steel Corporation

Physical and Metallurgical Faculty,
Donetsk National Technical University Ukraine IR [43]

Coal Technology Research Group
of Chemical, Mineral and United Kingdom DTF [58]
Environmental Engineering,
University of Nottingham

Department of Chemical Engineering,
Imperial College London United Kingdom WR [21, 59–61]

Combustion Research Facility,
Sandia National Laboratories USA FR/DTF [62–64]
aDTF, drop-tube furnace; FR, flow reactor; IR, injection rig; TGA, thermo gravimetric analysis; WR, wire-mesh reactor.
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Recommended design criteria are process temperature,
heating rates, and pressure. Remaining close to the actual
blast furnace operating conditions ensures that all important
conversion characteristics are preserved. It is also rec-
ommended to employ similar particle size distributions,
although they are subject to proper sample pre-processing.
Gas–particle interface and residence time are assumed to be
of minor importance when designing a test reactor. Keeping
gas–particle relative velocities at the injection point is expens-
ive in terms of consumables, while they equalise in a short
time. Both residence times and gas–particle interface effects
can be calibrated by comparison with known coals.

Current coal reactivity testing facilities and
methods

This section outlines selected institutions active in the field
of PC characterisation. Given this article’s specific focus, the
list is not exhaustive. In addition, institutions’ employed
testing methods are discussed and compared to the refer-
ence blast furnace operating conditions as defined in
Section ‘Defining raceway conditions’. Subsequently, their
applicability for PC injection characterisation is evaluated.

Overview testing facilities

The following presents selected infrastructure employed for
the characterisation of PCs with a special focus on blast
furnace application, and is solely based upon available litera-
ture. PC characterisation equipment tends to be available
worldwide. However, some institutions have a special focus
on this specific topic. Table 4 summarises the institutions con-
sidered in this work.

Five different reactor concepts are employed for the lab-
scale evaluation of PCI coals by the discussed institutions:

. drop-tube furnaces (DTF),

. flow reactors (FR),

. injection rigs (IR),

. thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA), and

. wire-mesh reactors (WR).

Coal reactivity testing methods

The following subsection briefly restates the different reactor
types employed for the PC classification of Table 4 and sum-
marises the capabilities of the employed equipment.

Drop-tube furnace
Drop-tube furnaces (DTF) are essentially vertical pipes heated
from the outside, and solid samples pass the reactor due to
gravitational acceleration. Particle and gas phase samples
are typically taken at the reactor outlet or in a vertical direc-
tion along the reactor for varying residence times. The
sample heating rates in DTFs range from 104 K/s, reaching
maximum operation temperatures of up to 1700◦C [57]. By
probing through sampling ports, residence times may vary
between several ms up to several seconds [54, 58]. Operation
pressures of up to 100 bars are employed, with sample mass
flow rates for DTFs ranging from 10−3 up to 2 kg/h [7, 46]

Figure 6. Schematic drop-tube furnace (DTF); 1, fuel feeder; 2, reactor; 3,
heating elements; 4, sampling ports along reactor; 5, sampling at reactor end.

Figure 7. Schematic flow reactor (FR); 1, fuel feeder; 2, gas co-flow; 3, reactor; 4,
heating elements; 5, sampling ports along reactor; 6, sampling at reactor end.

Figure 8. Schematic injection rig (IR); 1, fuel feeder; 2, blast pre-heater; 3, com-
bustion chamber; 4, heating elements; 5, sampling ports along reactor; 6,
sampling at reactor end.

Figure 9. Schematic thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA); 1, fuel sample; 2, pre-
defined reaction gas; 3, external heating; 4, balance; 5, gas sampling.

Figure 10. Schematic wire-mesh reactor (WR); 1, heated wire-mesh sample
holder; 2, pre-defined reaction gas; 3, balance; 4, gas sampling.
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depending on furnace size and purpose. Figure 6 shows a
schematic DTF setup.

Flow reactor
Flow reactors (FR) are either vertically or horizontally aligned
and fuel particles are pneumatically shot through the
reactor. Temperature, pressure, and residence time ranges
are similar to those of DTFs [14, 39]. However, particle
heating rates within FRs are higher than in DTFs and reach
values between 104 and 105 K/s [48, 49, 53] due to an
increased heat transfer attributed to the higher particle vel-
ocities. Sample mass flow rates are typically below 0.1 kg/h
[14, 53]. Carrier gas flow rates can vary significantly, depend-
ing on reactor geometry and desired residence time. Figure 7
depicts a basic setup of FRs employed for the characterisation
of coal.

Injection rig
Injection rigs (IR) are similar to FRs; however, they use coal
mass flows orders of magnitude higher than FRs (0.2–150
kg/h) [18, 38, 43, 65]. Consequently, gas flow rates must also
be significantly increased compared to FRs (up to several hun-
dreds of Nm3/h [34, 35]). The high velocities within IRs result
in residence times between 20 and 140 ms [18, 36]. PC par-
ticles are continuously injected into a pre-heated combustion
chamber surrounded by a pre-heated co-flow. The relative
velocity at the injection point is at the same order of magni-
tude as in PC combustion. Therefore, heating rates within
IRs are in the order of 105 K/s and above [36]. IRs used for
PC characterisation are usually operated at ambient pressure
due to the required gas flow rates. Particle sampling is done
by sampling ports or at the end of the reactor. Figure 8
shows the basic IR components found in the literature.

Special IRs are operated in batch mode, performing single
sample shots into a pre-heated chamber [18, 41–45]. These
batch rigs often require sample masses in the range of
several milligrams (10−6 kg) [43].

Thermo-gravimetric analysis
Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) is a common, commercially
available device, and is a default method for characterising
gas–solid reaction kinetics or the characterisation of combus-
tion and pyrolysis residues. Several specialised TGA appliances
exist, including high-pressure TGAs or high-heating rate TGAs.
Compared to the other employed reactor concepts, TGA
heating rates are the lowest (ranging between 0.5 and 103 K/s
[37, 46, 52]). Pressure and temperature ranges of up to
50 bars and 2000◦C are possible for special TGA equipment.
Residence times range from several seconds to minutes
[44]. These long residence times are owed to the discontinu-
ous batch-wise operation. Typical sample sizes are in the
range of 10−6 kg per experiment [37, 43, 46]. The gas–solid
contact area is reduced, as samples are prepared in suitable
crucibles. Some macro-TGAs are suitable for higher sample
masses (≈ 10−3 kg). Figure 9 illustrates a schematic setup of
a typical TGA.

Wire-mesh reactor
Sample holders in wire-mesh reactors (WR) are resistance-
heated metal meshes. Therefore, the sample is fully perfused
by the reaction gas. This configuration enables heating rates
of around 104 K/s [59, 66], while temperatures are limited by
oxygen partial pressures and the mesh material. Pressures
of up to 70 bars and temperatures of up to 1600◦C are
reported in literature [60, 61, 66]. Residence times of 2 ms
up to several seconds are possible [21, 66]. The main differ-
ence between FRs and WRs is that coal samples are fixed in

Table 5. Properties of employed test reactor types in the pulverised coal characterisation under blast furnace conditions.

Methoda Blast temperature Heating rate Pressure Residence time Gas velocity Particle velocity Sample rates

(◦C) (K/s) (bar) (ms) (m/s) (m/s) (kg/h)
DTF <1700 104 1–200 10–2000 < 10 < 1 5× 10−3–2
FR <1800 104–. 105 1–20 20–3000 < 30 < 20 4× 10−4–0.06
IR <1700 . 105 1 20–140 < 50 10–20 0.2–70
TGA 1000–2000b 0.5 1 >100,000 < 1 c ≈ 1× 10−6

High pressure TGA 1000–2000b 0.5 1–50 >100,000 < 1 c ≈ 1× 10−6

Inductive oven TGA 1000–2000b 105b 1 >1000 < 1 c ≈ 1× 10−6

WR <1500 104 1–70 2–>100,000 < 1 c ≈ 1× 10−6

aDTF, drop-tube furnace; FR, flow reactor; IR, injection rig; TGA, thermo-gravimetric analysis; WR, wire-mesh reactor.
bEstimate.
cBatch operation, sample size in kg/experiment.

Table 6. Advantages and disadvantages of the different characterisation
methods for pulverised coal characterisation.

Methoda Advantages Disadvantages

High temperatures Heating rates
DTF High pressures Gas velocities

Residence times Particle velocities

High temperatures
FR High heating rates Particle velocities

High pressures Gas velocities
Residence times

High temperatures
High heating rates

IR (high pressure) Pressure
Residence times (sample size)
Sample size
Gas velocities
Particle velocities

Low heating rates
Low pressures

TGA Controlled environment Long residence times
Gas velocities
Stagnant particles
Sample size

Low heating rates
Long residence times

High pressure High pressures Gas velocities
TGA Stagnant particles

Sample size

Low pressures
Long residence times

Inductive oven High heating rates Gas velocities
TGA Stagnant particles

Sample size

Gas velocities
Stagnant particles

WR High pressures Sample size
Mesh effects

aDTF, drop-tube furnace; FR, flow reactor; IR, injection rig; TGA, thermo-gravi-
metric analysis; WR, wire-mesh reactor.
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the wire mesh and, thus, solid residues stay there. Figure 10
depicts a generic WR setup.

Comparison of characterisation methods
Table 5 summarises the collected operation parameters of the
different reactor types. Only selected reactors are included, as
this work focuses on metallurgical applications. Nevertheless,
the obtained operating parameters enable evaluating the
different reactor types in terms of their capabilities to repro-
duce blast furnace operating conditions. A thorough review
of these reactor types showed that specially designed DTFs
and FRs come close to the required conditions. Large IRs are
typically operated at ambient pressure [18, 38, 43, 65],
meaning pressure effects are neglected during IR tests. These
IRs operate at solid fuel rates of several kg/h and gas flow
rates in the range of 102 Nm3/h. Therefore, operating an IR
for screening tests of PC is assumed to be costly. Special
small-scale IRs operate at higher pressures and smaller
sample sizes [37, 43, 46]. Conversely, even high-heating-rate-
inductive oven TGAs achieve low rates compared to blast
furnace conditions. Residence times are several orders of mag-
nitude higher in TGAs than in other reactor types and blast
furnace raceway zones. WRs are limited to relatively low temp-
eratures by the material of the heated sample holder. More-
over, WRs that are similar to TGAs operated in batch mode,
thus, samples have long residence times in the hot oxidising
atmosphere, which is contradictory to blast furnace conditions.
In the blast furnace raceway zone, coal particles reach the redu-
cing zone surrounding the tuyeres after approximately 20–30
ms [16–18].

Table 6 shows the advantages and disadvantages of the
different characterisation methods with respect to the design
criteria defined in Section ‘Dependences of PC conversion’.

Summary and conclusion

Diverse reactor types are currently employed for evaluating
PCI across the world. Special drop-tube furnaces (DTF) and
flow reactors (FR) are capable of reproducing similar conver-
sion conditions as in the raceway zone, while others fail to
provide reasonable results, e.g. thermo-gravimetric analysis
(TGA) and wire-mesh reactors (WR). Larger injection rigs (IR)
can simulate raceway zone conditions at ambient pressures,
thus these IRs disregard the importance of the operating
pressure on coal conversion [8]. The number of specialised
DTFs/FRs is limited and testing capacity is low. Comparing
results from different test rigs is not recommended, as there
is no agreed-upon, standardised procedure for testing PC
and, moreover, the different testing equipment characteristics
differ (see Section ‘Dependences of PC conversion’).

The preceding discusses key parameters to provide similar
conversion conditions in test equipment, as supported by a
conceptual analysis of the coal conversion process. These par-
ameters were defined as the conversion temperature,
employed heating rates, and pressure, while the particle
boundary layer or ambient gas phase is of lesser importance
and can be calibrated. A suitable reactor concept for PC
testing under blast furnace conditions and a testing protocol
will be developed based on these findings. This could contrib-
ute to more efficient evaluation of PCI coals in terms of their
conversion behaviour and energy release under blast furnace
conditions with the final goal of finding PCI coals with optimal
performance. An increased PCI injection level during the blast

furnace process would lead to decreased CO2 emissions of an
integrated steel mill due to a reduced coke consumption and
production. In addition, coking coals, which are essential to
produce blast furnace coke for steel mills, represent a critical
raw material with a limited global availability but a high econ-
omic importance [67, 68]. Increasing PCI injection rates would,
therefore, decrease the dependence on the coking coal
market.

The presented work partly contradicts the findings of Li
et al. [6, 7], who postulated that DTFs can be used instead
of IRs to characterise injection coals. Based on the thorough
evaluation of the involved phenomena and additional litera-
ture, DTFs generally provide different results than IRs and,
therefore, should not be employed for the evaluation of injec-
tion coals. The deviating operating conditions can signifi-
cantly alter the evaluation results.
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